STATEMENT OF ERROR

DATE: ____________________________

BUYER: ___________________________ SELLER: ___________________________

TITLE# ___________________________ STATE _______ VIN# _______________________

THIS IS TO VERIFY THAT AN ERROR WAS MADE ON THIS TITLE DUE TO THE FOLLOWING REASONS:

______  TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR
______  CUSTOMER CHANGED MIND
______  NOTARY MADE ERROR
______  SELLER SIGNED NAME INCORRECTLY
______  SELLER ASSIGNED TITLE TO SELF
______  SELLER ASSIGNED TITLE TO WRONG PARTY
______  BUYER’S NAME MISSPELLED
______  MILEAGE FIGURE WRITTEN OVER
______  DIFFERENT MILEAGE IN 2 OR MORE PLACES
______  INCORRECT SALE/PURCHASE DATE ENTERED
______  OTHER – EXPLAINED BELOW

EXPLANATION OF ERROR (S):

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

WARNING: FRAUDULENT APPLICATION OF FALSIFICATION OF TITLING DOCUMENTS IS A FELONY UNDER WYOMING STATUTE 31-4-102. ANY CONVICTED PERSON MAY BE PUNISHED BY A FINE OF NOT MORE THAN $5000 AND/OR IMPRISONMENT FOR NOT MORE THAN TWO YEARS.

SIGNATURE: __________________________

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME BY __________________________

THE _____________ DAY OF __________________________, ______

WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL.

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: __________________________

__________________________________________ SEAL

__________________________________________ NOTARY PUBLIC OR DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK